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DenizBank brings the Audio Stories of Turkish
Literature to Millions
The subsidiary that carries out the activities of DenizBank in the areas of culture and arts,
DenizKültür has opened the audio literature works of 42 CDs documenting the evolution of
storytelling in Turkey to free access by making it available on digital channels
‘Stories Finding a Voice’ study with the first one prepared in 2007 and the second one in 2009
are an Audio Story Anthology which came to life with 200 stories written by the important
writers in Turkish literature getting narrated by accomplished stage actors and actresses and
voice actors.
In the anthology which is made up of stories with each one narrated with a company of
uniquely-composed tracks and sound designs, 100 works are written by our writers born
between 1844 and 1952 and the other 100 works belong to our writers born after 1952.
Among the audio stories meeting the literature fans on DenizBank YouTube page and
www.oykulersesleniyor.com are Deli Dumrul by Dede Korkut narrated by Cüneyt Türel
Sabahattin Ali narrated by Müşfik Kenter, Kambur Sabri’nin Radyosu by Aziz Nesin narrated
by Rüştü Asyalı , Eski Saklı Bir Hatıra by Münire Danış’ narrated by Sema Aybars, Sanki Bütün
Dünya Buna Bağlıymış Gibi by Başar Başarır narrated by Yetkin Dikinciler, Kuş Kanadı Kalem
Olsa by Selma Fındıklı narrated by Tülay Bursa, Dönüş by Nedim Gürsel narrated by Hakan
Ateş and many more.
“We would like this project which is an art treasure on its own to reach everyone”
Stating that they started this journey 13 years ago for a permanent work with its content and scope which is
different from the current culture and arts works, thr CEO of DenizBank Mr Hakan Ateş said that they aim
to bring together the stories with everyone interested as enabled by the digital channels. Mr Ateş
continued: “Our bond of love with culture and arts goes back when we were first founded. It is because we believe
that the way to leave a mark on life goes through culture and arts. DenizKültür took on an important initiative to
make our outstanding stories and storytelling accessible to millions on a digital platform. We would like to expand
its area of influence by carrying this special work over to a digital platform and make sure that more people get to
enjoy the taste of Turkish literature. As DenizBank we would be so glad if we can contribute to celebrating our
valuable writers over generations and raising interest in literature with our project which is the first of its kind.
These rich stories are available
www.oykulersesleniyor.com.
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